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SWMA MULtIPLA & OLS MULtIPLA

central machine 
for independent 

use

STOPSAFE TM 

safety system, 
stops the rotor when 
the wing mowers are lifted

transmission with 3 input 
shaft gearboxes 

hydraulic parking 
stand

Combined mowers reach working widths 
of as much as 7 m [276“]. This is ideal 

for large areas such as parks, 
airports, or uncultivated land.

Three independent mowers,
trailed on a chassis perfectly 

follow the contours of the ground.
The width and the strength of these large 

mowers make it possible to mulch at a high 
speed, while leaving a clean result.

Clear large areas easily : 
up to 7 meters [276”] in one pass!

features SMWA multipla OLS multipla

mulches grass and prunings up to 5 cm [2“] Ø 8 cm [3“] Ø
working speed 3 - 5 km/h 3 - 7 km/h

composition of the mower
 chassis with one 

central and two
wing mowers

 chassis with one 
central and two

wing mowers
central mower, also for independent use SMWA rev cf OLS fh
transmission 1000 rpm 1000 rpm
input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6 1 3/8” Z=6
number belts 3 x 4 3 x 5
STOPSAFETM 
automatic shutt-off system S X

hyd. system / electro-hyd. remote control
 (1) lifting the central, 
left and right mowers

(2) adjusting the height 
of cut

(1) lifting the central, 
left and right mowers

(2) parking stand
hydraulic fittings needed 1 double acting 1 double acting
adjustable rear hood with protection in rubber rubber
front protection metal and rubber chains
standard flails SMW SMO

chevrons for 
safety when 

transporting the 
machine on public 

roads (option)

model: OLS multipla

 S: standard - X: not available
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options

rotor with Y knives on shackles O X 031
rotor with SML flails O X 205
PTO shaft O O 008
chevrons O O 162

working
width
cm [“]

overall
width
cm [“]

transport
width
cm [“]

length
cm [“]

transport
height 
cm [“]

weight*
kg [lb]

flails
qty

roller
mm [“] Ø 

HP
min-max

SM
W

A 
m

ul
tip

la 500 [197] 500 [197] 240 [94] 490 [192] 290 [114] 2.320 [5,120] 57 152 [6] 100-155

600 [236] 600 [236] 240 [94] 490 [192] 310 [122] 2.530 [5,580] 63 152 [6] 100-155

OL
S 

m
ul

tip
la 600 [236] 630 [248] 265 [104] 450 [177] 350 [138] 3.810 [8,400] 66 152 [6] 100-200

700 [276] 730 [287] 290 [114] 450 [177] 400 [157] 4.420 [9,750] 75 152 [6] 100-200

 transport width

 working width  O: option - X: not available

SWMA multipla & OLS multipla

Combined machines like the SMWA multipla and the OLS multipla  
are made of 3 single units, liftable for transport and parking. 

With the STOPSAFETM system it is possible to work with one or both wing units lifted,  
e.g. when working on narrow areas.  

The central mower has a 3-point linkage and can be used independently.

The SMWA multipla comes with adjustable height control,  
even while the machine is working. All the settings are adjustable by remote control.
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* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.

80-250 HP


